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KEY=WITH - UNDERWOOD ANGELICA
THE ESSENTIAL OIL HORMONE SOLUTION
RESET YOUR HORMONES IN 14 DAYS WITH THE POWER OF ESSENTIAL OILS
Rodale Books If you're feeling energy-depleted and irritable, unable to sleep, stay focused, or lose weight, you may have attributed these symptoms hormonal ﬂuctuations or aging. Snyder helps you
identify stressors that wreak havoc on your hormonal health, such as air pollution, chemical-laden foods and cleaning supplies, synthetic estrogens in personal care products. She shows how to heal
hormonal chaos and revitalize the body from the inside out with the support of high-quality essential oils. Discover how to reset your body-- without taking synthetic hormones. --

PERIMENOPAUSE
THE SAVVY SISTER'S GUIDE TO HORMONE HARMONY
Anna Garrett Companies, LLC “Perimenopause? What?! I’m way too young!” If you’re suddenly struggling with weight gain, insomnia, irregular bleeding or ﬂooding, mood swings, and relationship
challenges, perimenopause may be knocking at your door. And there’s more! Burning tongue, itchy skin, electric shock feelings? Yes, these can be part of perimenopause too. Women are inundated with
information on how to have healthy, happy pregnancies, but we get left out on the opposite end of the reproductive spectrum. That stops now! In this entertaining, information-packed, empowering book,
Dr. Anna Garrett shares everything you need to know about your body and how to care for it to create hormone harmony. Here are just a few of the things you’ll learn: Perimenopause can start as young
as 35 Why perimenopause is very diﬀerent from menopause How you CAN balance your hormones and ﬁnd symptom relief Why you’re not going crazy Tips for creating a healthcare team that gets you the
care you deserve Dr. Anna oﬀers realistic, holistic solutions for diet challenges, sleep, stress reduction, supplements and more in her savvy sister’s guide. Perimenopause is a revolutionary book focused on
giving you the tools to navigate this transition with grace and ease so you can rock your mojo through midlife and beyond! You can learn to make perimenopause an initiation into the wise woman's years,
worthy of celebration and discovery, rather than something to dread. I highly recommend this book!" -Lissa Rankin, MD, OB/ GYN physician and New York Times bestselling author of Mind Over Medicine At
last...this is the “perimenopause manual” we have all longed for! Dr. Anna explains it all in a way that feels neither demeaning nor overly scientiﬁc. She provides solutions, suggestions and actual steps to
take to regain control of our moods, our bodies, our lives. From lifestyle tweaks to supplement suggestions, every page brings awareness and hope. It’s my current “bedside read,” right before I drift oﬀ
into truly restorative sleep. Thank you, Dr. Anna! ~Sheree Clark Midlife Courage Coach Fork in the Road Dr. Anna is the unequivocal authority in helping women—including me—navigate perimenopause
and menopause. Trust me, it IS possible to come out on “the other side” better than ever! Dr. Anna oﬀers her guidance with humor, wit and compassion. ~Jill Grunewald, FMCHC, author of the best selling
Essential Thyroid Cookbook, and creator of the Reversing Alopecia program “There simply is not enough quality information available to women on perimenopause. Thankfully, Dr. Anna Garrett is changing
all that! Get your midlife health education from someone who has worked with hundreds (thousands?) of women one-on-one to balance their hormones, tweak their lifestyles, and most importantly, set
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them up to live their healthiest lives! This is a book you’ll want to refer to again and again throughout your journey—and then share it with all your girlfriends!” ~Shirley Weir, founder, Menopause Chicks
and author of MOKITA: How to navigate perimenopause with conﬁdence and ease

TAMING THE DRAGON WITHIN
HOW TO BALANCE WOMEN'S HORMONES WITH ESSENTIAL OILS
THE ESSENTIAL OILS MENOPAUSE SOLUTION
ALLEVIATE YOUR SYMPTOMS AND RECLAIM YOUR ENERGY, SLEEP, SEX DRIVE, AND METABOLISM
Rodale Books Alleviate the symptoms of perimenopause and menopause with simple and safe DIY diﬀusions, tonics, and tinctures made with essential oils, from “a true innovator and thought leader in the
ﬁeld of women’s hormone health” (JJ Virgin, New York Times bestselling author of The Virgin Diet). What if menopause didn’t have to be a struggle? Your body is always changing—necessarily and
beautifully—throughout life. During menopause, however, declining ovarian function and ﬂuctuating hormones often clash with environmental toxins, stress, and digestive distress, leading to the
symptoms we have been told we should expect: hot ﬂashes, weight gain, brain fog, low libido, and irritability. But as women’s hormonal health expert and bestselling author Dr. Mariza Snyder explains,
you can and deserve to experience a good night’s sleep, clear thinking, stable moods, an energized metabolism, and pain-free sex. The solution is not to medicate the changes, but instead get to the root
cause of what’s really going on in the body. In The Essential Oils Menopause Solution, Dr. Mariza oﬀers a cutting-edge, comprehensive plan to do just that, including: • a clear explanation of what’s
happening in your body before, during, and after “the change,” and how certain lifestyle triggers exacerbate hormonal imbalance. • the latest science behind the beneﬁts of essential oils as safe, eﬀective
solutions for perimenopause and menopause symptoms. • more than 75 recipes and protocols designed to provide solutions for deep, restful sleep, anxiousness, mood swings, fatigue, hot ﬂashes, low
libido, brain fog, vaginal dryness, digestive distress, and much more. • a proven 21-day hormone-balancing program complete with meal plans, exercise recommendations, supplementation, and herbal
therapies designed to reverse the myriad of symptoms aﬀecting millions of women today. • easy self-care rituals to support every system of your body—from digestion and vaginal health to mitochondrial
and liver function—throughout the perimenopausal and menopausal transition. Dr. Mariza Snyder is committed to helping women feel their best; her work is dedicated to solutions that heal a woman’s
health from the ground up. In as little as twenty-one days, The Essential Oils Menopause Solution will help you reclaim vibrant, optimal, and long-lasting health.

SMART MOM'S GUIDE TO ESSENTIAL OILS
NATURAL SOLUTIONS FOR A HEALTHY FAMILY, TOXIN-FREE HOME AND HAPPIER YOU
Simon and Schuster “How to be a smart mom by using eﬀective recipes for overall well-being, green cleaning, personal care, and hormone support.” —Dr. Jolene Brighten, ND, author of Beyond the Pill As
a mother, you are always looking for ways to make your family safer, happier and healthier. This book shows how essential oils can help you achieve all those things. And you’ll save money! An easy-to-use
handbook for creating natural solutions, green cleaners, and toxin-free personal care items, the Smart Mom’s Guide to Essential Oils provides pure and potent recipes, including: PEPPERMINT and
GRAPEFRUIT energizing air diﬀusion FENNEL and EUCALYPTUS respiratory relief rub CITRUS-infused cleaning spray and scrub LAVENDER and MELALEUCA skin-soothing salve CHAMOMILE and VETIVER
stress reliever SPEARMINT-powered digestive aid Your family’s wellness starts with you. That’s why this helpful handbook also features a powerful regimen to reduce stress, increase energy and sustain
your own personal vitality. “The perfect solution for every mom looking to implement a nontoxic lifestyle.” —Dr. Izabella Wentz, #1 New York Times-bestselling author of Hashimoto’s Protocol “This book
was created for any mom ready to empower herself with eﬀective, natural solutions.” —J. J. Virgin, New York Times-bestselling author of The Virgin Diet “There is great scientiﬁc data supporting the
beneﬁts of essential oils for improved cognition, relaxation, and even supporting a healthy immune system. Dr. Snyder does a wonderful job in her book guiding moms through all of the essential oil basics
for themselves and their families.” —Maya Shetreat-Klein, MD, author of The Dirt Cure

THE HAPPY HORMONE GUIDE
Blue Star Press In The Happy Hormone Guide, certiﬁed hormone specialist Shannon Leparski presents a comprehensive, plant-based lifestyle program to help women balance their hormones, increase
energy, and reduce PMS symptoms. After struggling for years with acne, oily skin and hair, debilitating cramps, mood swings, brain fog, intense cravings, insomnia, bloating, and weight gain before her
period, author Shannon Leparski developed the Happy Hormone Method through extensive research. Her life changed for the better and Shannon made it her mission to combat hormone imbalance and
promote women's health. The Happy Hormone Guide includes comprehensive, phase-speciﬁc (menstrual, follicular, ovulatory, and luteal) guidance including: • Changes in fertility, libido, and basal body
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temperature • Beneﬁcial foods, micronutrients, and supplements • Phase-speciﬁc recipes to support hormone balance • Common changes to mood and energy levels • Exercise tips suitable to diﬀerent
times of the month • Facial recipes, hair masks, and essential oil blends Modern culture expects women to keep up with the same demanding daily routine, but women's cycles are anything but consistent.
The Happy Hormone Guide explores the ebbs and ﬂows of a woman's monthly cycle and provides a holistic view of the female hormone and endocrine system so that you can take control of your cycle and
improve your quality of life.

EVERYDAY HEALING WITH ESSENTIAL OILS
THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO DIY AROMATHERAPY AND ESSENTIAL OIL NATURAL REMEDIES FOR EVERYTHING FROM MOOD AND HORMONE BALANCE TO DIGESTION AND
SLEEP
Castle Point Books Everyday healing solutions are at your ﬁngertips with the expert information in this book and a core stock of essential oils. Aromatherapy has the potential to support immunity, soothe
inﬂammation and digestion, improve sleep, balance hormones, provide all-natural pain relief, and much more. Everyday Healing with Essential Oils helps you: • Get to know the 30 most versatile oils and
how to use them to improve your everyday life • Select quality oils and essential supplies you need to begin blending right away • Try more than 200 powerful aromatherapy recipes to boost your health
and happiness • Find natural remedies for more than 100 common complaints, organized alphabetically—from acne and anxiety to vertigo and warts • Start an easy, cost-eﬀective essential oil collection
that covers so many needs—including an aromatherapy ﬁrst-aid kit You’ll soon discover that essential oils are powerful holistic healing tools and keys to a healthy lifestyle.

ESSENTIAL OILS AND HEALTHY MENOPAUSE
HISTORY AND RESEARCH SECRETS
From the NINE TIME #1 Bestselling Medical Author & Educator - Essential Oils for Your Healthy Menopause Your periods dried up eight months ago - you are in the throes of another meltdown (your friends
called it a hot ﬂash) and your 30 year old male doctor (who cannot even begin to relate to your middle age women issues) just announced with a grin that you have gone through menopause. You wonder
if you should ﬂip him a ﬁsh and also if you got an all woman jury would they let you oﬀ for killing all the men around you (like this smarmy young doctor)? He hands you a prescription for estrogens and
you ask if it was from horses - he just looks at you. Then he oﬀers you birth control pills. You reminded him he treated you for blood clots a few years ago plus your mom had died from breast cancer so NO
THANKS. You eventually get out of that #@%*%$ oﬃce after paying an arm and a leg on your co-pay. And wonder if you're going crazy. NO YOU ARE NOT. Your friends tell you to try essential oils. And you
scratch your head. What are those? Journey now with Dr Dan Purser, the famous MD endocrinology and essential oil researcher, as he takes you gently through a healthy menopause, sharing with you the
history and research secrets that have been shown to work in maintaining a healthy menopause. Learn what women's hormones decline in menopause (detailed referenced lists) and what essential oils
that have shown to help maintain a healthy natural menopause. This is his long awaited update and sequel to his SEVEN WOMEN'S HEALTH CONCERNS that was hugely popular and is written in the same
easy and friendly medical vernacular that has made Dr Purser one of the most popular speakers and medical educators & authors worldwide (NINE #1 books here on AMAZON). In this book the famous
endocrine researcher expertly covers technologies and lab tests few other doctors even mention or know about -- information such as: How to ﬁgure out which oils you might need rather menopause pills
How these essential oils can help you relax and have a better quality of life Which oil can support your estrogen levels through your healthy menopause Roman history on the use of these oils Which oil
was used in the Dark Ages throughout Europe to help support the nuns through menopause Learn what your menopause symptoms mean and which hormone is depleted to cause them Which oil has been
historically used to decrease men's libidos and increase women's! How to know almost immediately if your essential oils are helping Why natural options and therapies are so much better than big pharma
Why doing all of this naturally will make you FEEL BETTER & SEXIER Why making these more natural and considerate choices helps your HEART & BRAIN Learn about essential oils and how they can also
help your rest A fun book full of tips for healthy natural remedies that help you balance hormones and get quick relief that you won't be able to put down. Enjoy this natural menopause survival book as
you see why Dr Purser, the MD author of the Program 120 Guide (a 750 page textbook on hormones and preventive medicine) is both entertaining and vastly enlightening, as you deal with your healthy
menopause in a more positive and natural manner. BUY NOW! Every day that passes you have worse issues. Transform to more natural options - as natural as they get -- buy this little book and dive
deeper and take charge of your menopause!

THE COMPLETE BOOK OF ESSENTIAL OILS AND AROMATHERAPY, REVISED AND EXPANDED
OVER 800 NATURAL, NONTOXIC, AND FRAGRANT RECIPES TO CREATE HEALTH, BEAUTY, AND SAFE HOME AND WORK ENVIRONMENTS
New World Library Completely updated, the best book on the topic available anywhere has just gotten better! A necessary resource for anyone interested in alternative approaches to healing and lifestyle,
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this new edition contains more than 800 easy-to-follow recipes for essential oil treatments. No one has provided more thorough and accurate guidance to the home practitioner or professional
aromatherapist than Valerie Ann Worwood. In her clear and positive voice, Worwood provides tools to address a huge variety of health issues, including speciﬁc advice for children, women, men, and
seniors. Other sections cover self-defense against microbes and contaminants, emotional challenges, care for the home and workplace, and applications for athletes, dancers, travelers, cooks, gardeners,
and animal lovers. Worwood also oﬀers us her expertise in the use of essential oils in beauty and spa treatments, plus proﬁles of 125 essential oils, 37 carrier oils, and more. Since the publication of the
ﬁrst edition of this book 25 years ago, the positive impact of essential oil use has become increasingly recognized, as scientiﬁc researchers throughout the world have explored essential oils and their
constituents for their unique properties and uses.

HORMONES IN HARMONY
RESTORING WOMEN'S HORMONAL BALANCE-FOR LIFE
Salamander Books (PA) Hormone Replacement Therapy is not a universal cure for the ills of menopausal women? This self-empowering book for women of all ages encourages women to use nature's own
tools--from herbs and homeopathy to ﬂower essences and essential oils--to take control of their own bodies and lives.

THE HEALING POWER OF ESSENTIAL OILS
SOOTHE INFLAMMATION, BOOST MOOD, PREVENT AUTOIMMUNITY, AND FEEL GREAT IN EVERY WAY
Harmony NATIONAL BESTSELLER • Discover the life-changing beneﬁt of essential oils and aromatherapy in this soup-to-nuts guide from the host of the Essential Oil Revolution summits “A powerful new
approach that can help you safely reverse the eﬀects of modern scourges, including depression, chronic stress, and mood disorders.”—Alan Christianson, N.M.D., New York Times bestselling author of The
Adrenal Reset Diet Aromatic plants and their extracted oils have been used medicinally and in religious traditions for thousands of years; they represent nature in its most concentrated form. Through
modern distillation processes, essential oils oﬀer natural treatments for a host of health conditions, from anxiety and depression to hormonal imbalance, digestive distress, candida, sleep disorders, and
even autoimmune disease. The Healing Power of Essential Oils includes DIY recipes and formulations for all of these health needs and more—all backed by extensive scientiﬁc research and the trusted
guidance of public health researcher and aromatherapist Eric Zielinski, D.C. Some of the unique recipes you will master: • Morning Prayer or Meditation Body Oil • Sweet Slumber Diﬀuser Blend • CitrusPowered Pain Relief Roll-On • Deet-Free Bug Spray • Essential Oil-Powered Mouthwash • Anti-aging Body Butter • Lemon Fresh Laundry Detergent • Hot Spot Spray for Pets • Perineum Healing Soap •
Menopause Relief Ointment From lavender, peppermint, and frankincense to tea tree and ylang ylang, essential oils are God’s gift to those seeking to take control of their physical and mental health.
Whether you’re new to essential oils or you’re ready for advanced techniques, Dr. Z’s thorough, evidence-based approach equips you with the knowledge to build daily rituals that ﬁt your unique
needs—and lead to amazing results!

EVERYTHING ABOUT ESSENTIAL OIL
HEALING POWER, MEDICINAL BENEFITS, EXTRACTION, APPLICATION, DOSAGE AND OTHER USES OF ESSENTIAL OIL
Backed by extensive research, essential oil blends promote hormone balance, reduced inﬂammation, improved digestion, increased immunity, and so much more. You'll be armed with over 150 recipes for
every health need, and a special section on women's health includes dozens of formulations for PMS, fertility, pregnancy, candida, and menopause. Even those well-versed in essential oils will beneﬁt from
this thorough approach. With your newfound knowledge, you can begin tailoring an essential oils practice to your unique pain points and lifestyle right away - and start experiencing amazing results.

ESSENTIAL OILS & HEALTHY MENOPAUSE: HISTORY AND RESEARCH SECRETS
DP Publishing Llc. From the NINE TIME #1 Bestselling Medical Author & Educator – Essential Oils for Your Healthy Menopause Your periods dried up eight months ago – you are in the throes of another
meltdown (your friends called it a hot ﬂash) and your 30 year old male doctor (who cannot even begin to relate to your middle age women issues) just announced with a grin that you have gone through
menopause. You wonder if you should ﬂip him a ﬁsh and also if you got an all woman jury would they let you oﬀ for killing all the men around you (like this smarmy young doctor)? He hands you a
prescription for estrogens and you ask if it was from horses – he just looks at you. Then he oﬀers you birth control pills. You reminded him he treated you for blood clots a few years ago plus your mom had
died from breast cancer so NO THANKS. You eventually get out of that #@%*%$ oﬃce after paying an arm and a leg on your co-pay. And wonder if you’re going crazy. NO YOU ARE NOT. Your friends tell
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you to try essential oils. And you scratch your head. What are those? Journey now with Dr Dan Purser, the famous MD endocrinology and essential oil researcher, as he takes you gently through a healthy
menopause, sharing with you the history and research secrets that have been shown to work in maintaining a healthy menopause. Learn what women’s hormones decline in menopause (detailed
referenced lists) and what essential oils that have shown to help maintain a healthy natural menopause. This is his long awaited update and sequel to his SEVEN WOMEN’S HEALTH CONCERNS that was
hugely popular and is written in the same easy and friendly medical vernacular that has made Dr Purser one of the most popular speakers and medical educators & authors worldwide (NINE #1 books here
on AMAZON). In this book the famous endocrine researcher expertly covers technologies and lab tests few other doctors even mention or know about -- information such as: How to ﬁgure out which oils
you might need rather menopause pills How these essential oils can help you relax and have a better quality of life Which oil can support your estrogen levels through your healthy menopause Roman
history on the use of these oils Which oil was used in the Dark Ages throughout Europe to help support the nuns through menopause Learn what your menopause symptoms mean and which hormone is
depleted to cause them Which oil has been historically used to decrease men’s libidos and increase women’s! How to know almost immediately if your essential oils are helping Why natural options and
therapies are so much better than big pharma Why doing all of this naturally will make you FEEL BETTER & SEXIER Why making these more natural and considerate choices helps your HEART & BRAIN
Learn about essential oils and how they can also help your rest A fun book full of tips for healthy natural remedies that help you balance hormones and get quick relief that you won’t be able to put down.
Enjoy this natural menopause survival book as you see why Dr Purser, the MD author of the Program 120 Guide (a 750 page textbook on hormones and preventive medicine) is both entertaining and vastly
enlightening, as you deal with your healthy menopause in a more positive and natural manner. BUY NOW! Every day that passes you have worse issues. Transform to more natural options – as natural as
they get -- buy this little book and dive deeper and take charge of your menopause!

THE HAPPY HORMONE GUIDE
A PLANT-BASED PROGRAM TO BALANCE HORMONES, INCREASE ENERGY, & REDUCE PMS SYMPTOMS
Blue Star Press A comprehensive, plant-based lifestyle program to help women balance their hormones, increase energy, and reduce PMS symptoms. After struggling for years with acne, oily skin and hair,
debilitating cramps, mood swings, brain fog, intense cravings, insomnia, bloating, and weight gain before her period, author and certiﬁed hormone specialist Shannon Leparski developed the Happy
Hormone Method through extensive research. Her life changed for the better and Shannon made it her mission to combat hormone imbalance and promote women's health. TheHappy Hormone Guide
includes comprehensive, phase-speciﬁc (menstrual, follicular, ovulatory, and luteal) guidance including: • Changes in fertility, libido, and basal body temperature • Beneﬁcial foods, micronutrients, and
supplements • Phase-speciﬁc recipes to support hormone balance (can also reduce symptoms associated with endometriosis) • Common changes to mood and energy levels • Exercise tips suitable to
diﬀerent times of the month • Facial recipes, hair masks, and essential oil blends Modern culture expects women to keep up with the same demanding daily routine, but women's cycles are anything but
consistent. The Happy Hormone Guide explores the ebbs and ﬂows of a woman's monthly cycle and provides a holistic view of the female hormone and endocrine system so that you can take control of
your cycle and improve your quality of life.

THE ESSENTIAL OILS COMPLETE REFERENCE GUIDE
OVER 250 RECIPES FOR NATURAL WHOLESOME AROMATHERAPY
Page Street Publishing Everything You Need to Know About Essential Oils for Pure Healing & Wellness Explore the world of natural, nontoxic essential oils for all aspects of your life. Stimulate your senses
and soothe your body and soul with the popular practice that has become a respected, safe alternative to modern medicine. Learn all about essential oils to use for bettering your life and the lives of your
family and friends. Included are: - Proﬁles of the most widely used essential oils - Formulas and blending guides with the most eﬀective techniques for using them - Accurate application methods from timehonored poultices to modern day steam inhalation - Remedies for a wide range of ailments including muscle strain, headaches and skin problems - DIY personal care from beauty treatments, massage and
cooking to moms & new babies, pets and spiritual healing - Over 300 stunning images This comprehensive guide is a must-have resource and welcome addition to the libraries of experienced and novice
aromatherapists alike.

ESSENTIAL GUT & HORMONE WELLNESS
FINDING BALANCE NATURALLY
THE PERFECT STORM... Chemicals in our food and personal care products that disrupt hormones and damage gut lining A medical system that treats our symptoms with meds, injections, and surgeries,
rather than educating us on the root cause of our health issues The result is a perfect storm brewing within our bodies that ultimately results in physical and mental health conditions. In our society, poor
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health and daily meds are so common that we have come to accept sick as normal. Sick is NOT normal. In Gut & Hormone Wellness, Teri Ringham speaks in a way that helps us "get it" with a simple,
logical plan that identiﬁes where to start to guide us back to wellness. You'll read why focusing on gut health and our master hormone is vital to our beginning steps toward wellness. Whether you are a
little sick or a lotta sick, this book is for you. We can never doubt the human body's ability to adapt, to compensate, to heal...to get back on track. Avoid the perfect storm for your body and your health.
Experience the joy of taking control as you not only see, but FEEL, the changes in your body's response to proper care. Experience your NEW NORMAL-to feel empowered, to live with energy, to heal, to
have good health! For essential oils users: After the recommended lifestyle changes listed within bring you above the wellness line, Teri includes an appendix listing her favorite oils and supplements to
further support your wellness. TESTIMONIALS Kelly S: I'm expecting in December! Going from doctors telling me I would need to take a list of synthetic hormones to even try to get pregnant, to a threemonth natural regime ﬁxing my hormone issues is amazing! I can't thank you enough! Luanna L: I know your heart is healthy lives for everyone. I'm so thankful to Jesus for you and your knowledge. I
stopped my thyroid medication eight months ago and had my blood drawn yesterday-all three levels were perfect. I'm so happy-no more drugs. Gosh I'm blessed to have you in my life. Thanks, Teri!
Amber S: It's been about 2 years of minimal to no symptoms from my endo. I consider myself healed at this point. I was shopping last month during day one of my cycle. I consider that an incredible
miracle! Keep doing what you are doing!"

COOKING FOR HORMONE BALANCE
A PROVEN, PRACTICAL PROGRAM WITH OVER 125 EASY, DELICIOUS RECIPES TO BOOST ENERGY AND MOOD, LOWER INFLAMMATION, GAIN STRENGTH, AND RESTORE A
HEALTHY WEIGHT
HarperCollins A breakthrough program with more than 125 tempting, nutrient-dense recipes for thyroid conditions, Hashimoto’s, adrenal fatigue, menopause, endometriosis, ﬁbroids, breast health, PMS,
PCOS, and other hormonal imbalances. Millions of women suﬀer from the life-altering, often debilitating symptoms resulting from hormonal imbalances: stubborn weight gain, fatigue, brain fog, depression,
insomnia, digestive issues, and more. The good news is that most of these conditions are reversible. Integrative hormone and nutrition expert Magdalena Wszelaki knows this ﬁrst-hand. Developing
hyperthyroidism and then Hashimoto’s, adrenal fatigue, and estrogen dominance propelled her to leave a high-pressured advertising career and develop a new way of eating that would repair and keep
her hormones working smoothly. Now symptom free, Magdalena shares her practical, proven knowledge so other women may beneﬁt. Drawing on current research and the programs she has developed
and used to help thousands of women, she oﬀers clear, concise action plans for what to remove and add to our daily diet to regain hormonal balance, including guides for speciﬁc conditions and more than
125 easy-to-prepare, ﬂavorful, and anti-inﬂammatory recipes that are free of gluten, dairy, soy, corn, and nightshades and low in sugar. Based on twenty hormone-supporting superfoods and twenty
hormone-supporting super herbs—with modiﬁcations for Paleo, Paleo for Autoimmunity (AIP), anti-Candida, and low-FODMAP diets—these healing recipes include a terriﬁc selection for everyday meals,
from Sweet Potato and Sage Pancakes and Honey Glazed Tarragon Chicken to a Decadent Chocolate Cherry Smoothie. With make-ahead meals, under-thirty-minute recipes, and time-saving tips and
techniques, Cooking for Hormone Balance emphasizes minimal eﬀort for maximum results—a comprehensive food-as-medicine approach for tackling hormone imbalance and eating your way to better
health.

BRILLIANT BURNOUT
HOW SUCCESSFUL, DRIVEN WOMEN CAN STAY IN THE GAME BY REWIRING THEIR BODIES, BRAINS, AND HORMONES
Greenleaf Book Group Renew Your Passionate Self In Brilliant Burnout, Nisha Jackson reveals proven and successful testing and treatment strategies, with step-by-step instructions for optimal hormone,
brain, and body balance and compelling insights that have helped women all around the world change their lives and step up their game. Learn and use the very tactics explained in this book to beat the
big snooze of burning out!

HOLISTIC SUPPORT FOR YOUR BODY THRU CANCER
Lulu.com This book is NOT on how to cure anything. In Chiropractic college the ﬁrst thing we learned is that you can only cure 2 things: Ham and Bacon. I am not a cancer expert, not an oncologist and not
even a medical doctor. So why should you buy this book Because I am not any of those things. My approach is to look at how to help maintain normal function of the tissues that are being attacked, with
other issues such as nausea and dry mouth from a natural point of view, as well as a well rounded approach to helping to stay healthy with diet, prayer, cleanses and detoxiﬁcation. There are also helps to
use during chemotherapy including nausea, hair loss and chemo fog. I am not ANTI-meds. What I am oﬀering are some natural alternatives that you can use AT THE same time if you chose to do chemo or
other traditional approaches.
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ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE MAGAZINE'S DEFINITIVE GUIDE TO SLEEP DISORDERS
7 SMART WAYS TO HELP YOU GET A GOOD NIGHT'S REST
Celestial Arts If you suﬀer from insomnia, sleep apnea, restless leg syndrome, or other sleep disorders, you don't have to endure another long, sleepless night. This second edition of ALTERNATIVE
MEDICINE MAGAZINE'S DEFINITIVE GUIDE TO SLEEP DISORDERS holds the keys to lasting relief from such sleep-disturbing factors as toxic overload and body clock disruptions. Outlining seven reasons why
people have trouble falling and staying asleep, sleep specialist Dr. Herbert Ross recommends several natural techniques-detoxiﬁcation, dietary change, mind-body therapies, exercise, and more-to
promote better sleep while enhancing your overall health. Unlike sleeping pills, which decrease sleep quality and become less eﬀective over time, these holistic treatments will beneﬁt your whole body
over the long term to help you lose weight, increase immune system function, boost energy, improve mood, and enhance concentration. Good health and vitality are just a good night's sleep away.

THE HORMONE DIET
A 3-STEP PROGRAM TO HELP YOU LOSE WEIGHT, GAIN STRENGTH, AND LIVE YOUNGER LONGER
Rodale Outlines a three-step program designed to correct hormonal imbalances for potential health beneﬁts, explaining how to identify problem areas in order to address such challenges as weight gain,
insomnia, and mood disorders.

AROMATHERAPY FOR WOMEN
A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO ESSENTIAL OILS FOR HEALTH AND BEAUTY
Inner Traditions / Bear & Co This easy-to-use guide focuses on women's needs, and includes aromatherapy for health and beauty, massage, and use during pregnancy and childbirth. Instructions for
preparing personal care products are also included.

LINDA PAGE'S HEALTHY HEALING
A GUIDE TO SELF-HEALING FOR EVERYONE
Healthy Healing, Inc. A guide which oﬀers advice on healthy living including diet, nutrition, hygiene, health care, and ﬁtness.

NATURAL MENOPAUSE
HERBAL REMEDIES, AROMATHERAPY, CBT, NUTRITION, EXERCISE, HRT...FOR PERIMENOPAUSE, MENOPAUSE, AND BEYOND
Penguin Understand menopause with all its changes and challenges, and choose practices and treatments to make this next stage in your wellness journey healthy, positive, and joyful. Your menopause is
unique to you--a milestone on your personal well-being journey. A lucky few will breeze through it, but for most women this time of hormonal upheaval brings up a variety of challenging symptoms. This
ebook is for you if you want to understand menopause better and ﬁnd the right combination of resources for you--enabling you to stay physically, mentally, and spiritually well throughout the process. Find
out how to adapt your existing wellness practices and build in new ones to smooth the path of your menopause: adopt yoga poses to calm hot ﬂashes or help you sleep; use essential oils to balance
hormones and lift mood; enjoy foods that boost energy and sharpen focus; discover the best exercises for strong bones and a healthy heart; meditate and use CBT to relieve anxiety; ﬁnd out how
Ayurveda can help you maintain thick hair and supple skin; enjoy aromatherapy massage to clear mind-fog or soothe joint pain. Discover how to attend to your speciﬁc needs in a mindful, positive way,
either alongside or without prescription medication. Your go-to e-guide to helping yourself make the transition an energizing, liberating experience, Natural Menopause helps you take charge and embrace
the change.

THE COMPLETE BOOK OF ESSENTIAL OILS AND AROMATHERAPY, REVISED AND EXPANDED
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OVER 800 NATURAL, NONTOXIC, AND FRAGRANT RECIPES TO CREATE HEALTH, BEAUTY, AND SAFE HOME AND WORK ENVIRONMENTS
New World Library Looking for books on essential oils? Completely updated essential oils book: The Complete Book of Essential Oils and Aromatherapy might be the best aromatherapy book available
anywhere. And, it just got better! If you liked Modern Essentials, you’ll love this essential oils favorite: The Complete Book of Essential Oils and Aromatherapy, Revised and Expanded is a necessary
resource for anyone interested in alternative approaches to healing and lifestyle. This new edition contains more than 800 easy-to-follow recipes for essential oil treatments from Valerie Ann Worwood, a
consultant and expert on the clinical uses of essential oils internationally. Explore the multitude of beneﬁts of essential oils and aromatherapy: In her clear and positive voice, Worwood provides tools to
address a variety of health issues, including speciﬁc advice for children, women, men, and seniors. This aromatheraphy book also covers self-defense against microbes and contaminants, emotional
challenges, care for the home and workplace, and applications for athletes, dancers, travelers, cooks, gardeners, and animal lovers. Worwood also oﬀers us her expertise in the use of essential oils in
beauty and spa treatments, plus proﬁles of 125 essential oils, 37 carrier oils, and more. An essential oils book classic for 25 years: Since the publication of the ﬁrst edition of this book 25 years ago, the
positive impact of essential oil use has become increasingly recognized, as scientiﬁc researchers throughout the world have explored essential oils and their constituents for their unique properties and
uses.

BREAKFREE MEDICINE
A SYSTEMATIC AND INTEGRATIVE GUIDE TO BALANCING YOUR BODY
Balboa Press BreakFree Medicine is a book about healing, medicine, and maintaining wellness. It provides the missing holistic, comprehensive, and solution-based approaches often lacking in today's
conventional medical care. It is succinct, valid, and applicable to patients and practitioners alike. BreakFree Medicine is a reference guide for anyone seeking to eﬀectively navigate today's changing
medical environment. "Dr. Sarah LoBisco's book is a brilliant and comprehensive look at medicine, healing, and wellness from both the analysis and critique of what is wrong with our modern system of
medicine, and also by detailing the path we need to take, both individually and collectively, to achieve better health from a physical, emotional and spiritual perspective. I highly recommend this book, and
anyone who reads it will be grateful for having done so and the knowledge and insight they will have gained." - Michael Wayne, Ph.D., L.Ac., author of Quantum-Integral Medicine: Towards a New Science
of Healing and Human Potential and The Low Density Lifestyle. "Dr. Sarah LoBisco is a shining example of an integrative doctor who is teaching modern medicine how to balance scientiﬁc progress with
natural healthcare wisdom. Her book BreakFree Medicine is a treasury of wellness." - Robert Holden, PhD, author of Happiness NOW! and Shift Happens!

MILADY'S STANDARD ESTHETICS: ADVANCED
Cengage Learning MILADY STANDARD ESTHETICS: ADVANCED, SECOND EDITION is an essential tool for students enrolled in advanced esthetics programs and critical for anyone serious about achieving a
higher level of success in the beauty and wellness ﬁeld. This new edition demonstrates Milady's commitment to providing the most current, cutting-edge educational resources to esthetic students and
professionals anxious to expand and perfect their skills in one of the fastest growing industries of the day. It responds to the increasing demand for a more robust knowledge of skin care principles and
techniques resulting from trends in medical esthetics as well as in hospitality and tourism. MILADY STANDARD ESTHETICS: ADVANCED encompasses the broad areas of advanced skin sciences, including
skin disorders and the updated ABC's of skin cancer; advanced esthetic techniques and devices; spa and alternative therapies; and working in a medical setting, including plastic surgery procedures and
pre- and post-medical treatments. An introductory section addresses changes in esthetics to keep the student up-to-date on the newest technology and products, plus the ﬁnal two chapters delve into
ﬁnancial business and marketing skills vital for rounding out success in the world of esthetics. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.

QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE FOR USING ESSENTIAL OILS
Abundant Health

THE HORMONE CURE
RECLAIM BALANCE, SLEEP AND SEX DRIVE; LOSE WEIGHT; FEEL FOCUSED, VITAL, AND ENERGIZED NATURALLY WITH THE GOTTFRIED PROTOCOL
Simon and Schuster Outlines a method to improve physical and mental health by optimizing hormones, sharing guidelines in functional and integrative therapies to explain how to reverse hormone-related
health decline without prescription medicines.
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THE HEALING POWER OF ESSENTIAL OILS
SOOTHE INFLAMMATION, BOOST MOOD, PREVENT AUTOIMMUNITY, AND FEEL GREAT IN EVERY WAY
Harmony Eric Zielinski, D.C., host of the Essential Oils Revolution summits, oﬀers a soup-to-nuts guide to mastering essential oils for vibrant health and well-being, featuring dozens of recipes and
formulations for restful sleep, reduced inﬂammation, balanced hormones, and more. Achieving true health is not an easy task. For many people, it might be easier to pop a pill or push aside lingering
discomfort in favor of ﬁnishing everything on your to-do list. In The Healing Power of Essential Oils, Eric Zielinski, D.C. shows readers how to make their health a priority with the life-changing beneﬁts of
essential oils. Essential oils are the natural solution to everything from anxiety and depression to deep-seated inﬂammation. For beginners, Dr. Z teaches everything you need to know to get started,
including the top seven oils you should stock from Day 1 and the commonly used techniques and tools. He illustrates daily practices you can follow to enjoy the properties of essential oils, including a ﬁveminute devotional using frankincense and neroli to set you up for a productive and stress-free day, and a simple bedtime routine harnessing the soporiﬁc eﬀects of lavender. Backed by extensive research,
Dr. Z also supplies essential oil blends that promote hormone balance, reduced inﬂammation, improved digestion, increased immunity, and so much more. You'll be armed with over 150 recipes for every
health need, and a special section on women's health includes dozens of formulations for PMS, fertility, pregnancy, candida, and menopause. Even those well-versed in essential oils will beneﬁt from this
thorough approach. With your newfound knowledge, you can begin tailoring an essential oils practice to your unique pain points and lifestyle right away - and start experiencing amazing results.

LUCY LIBIDO SAYS... THERE'S AN OIL FOR THAT
A GIRLFRIEND'S GUIDE TO USING ESSENTIAL OILS BETWEEN THE SHEETS
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Meet Lucy Libido, your new best friend who will guide you through using essential oils between the sheets. Based on the smashingly popular Lucy Libido class,
this hilarious yet informative book will teach you natural hormone balancing, oils that increase libido, and oils that increase your man's performance. She even includes her best oil recipes that have left
her fans starry-eyed and smiling. Developed by a woman for a woman, "There's an Oil for THAT" gives you all the tips, tricks, and fun in one easy to read book that you'll want to store at your bedside.

THE WOMAN'S HERBAL APOTHECARY
200 NATURAL REMEDIES FOR HEALING, HORMONE BALANCE, BEAUTY AND LONGEVITY, AND CREATING CALM
Fair Winds Press The Woman’s Herbal Apothecary is every woman’s lifelong guide to herbal remedies for common health concerns. Novice herbalists and advanced practitioner’s alike will learn how to
naturally treat the complete spectrum of women’s concerns, including preventative self-care, life transitions, and common feminine ailments. Learn how to prevent, soothe, and heal without resorting to
medical remedies, which are often harsh, costly, and include unpleasant side eﬀects. The Woman’s Herbal Apothecary contains 200 natural remedies, covering the topics of menses, pregnancy,
menopause, aging, ﬁbroids, bladder infections, and low libido, among others. The book is conveniently divided into the major cycles of a woman’s life: pre-childbirth, reproductive years, menopause, and
beyond. Each section discusses speciﬁc physical complaints and how to treat them. You will learn which herbs are the most helpful for each phase of life and which are contraindicated or to be avoided.
Master herbalist and naturopathic doctor JJ Pursell provides her own herbal solutions and DIY herbal remedies. The concluding section is divided by speciﬁc common health issues in women, such as
cardiac disease, thyroid disease, and adrenal dysfunction. With The Woman’s Herbal Apothecary in hand, you are on your way to healing, hormone balance, beauty, longevity, and calm—the natural way.

AROMATHERAPY
THERAPEUTIC USE OF ESSENTIAL OILS FOR ESTHETICS
Milady Publishing Company Aromatherapy by Jimm Harrison explores the complex and important chemistry and application of essential oils. With alternative and natural therapies becoming a part of daily
life, this pertinent topic deserves this complete and informative treatment. Through aromatherapy, the use of essential oils is a creative, versatile, and powerfully eﬀective treatment. This book provides
the therapist and enthusiast with the tools and knowledge necessary to understand the complexities of essential oil therapy, and conﬁdently utilize its healing potential. There is also extensive coverage of
33 essential oils allows the reader to know in-depth how these oils should be valued and used in a spa or medical setting. The book carefully notes and explains the many varying descriptions of essential
oils that are out there, and presents in detail the reasons why conﬂicting information exists and how to ﬁlter through it. The inclusion of the plant origin of the essential oils in order to more clearly deﬁne
their healing properties as well as their relationship with human hormonal balance adds dimension to the book. In all, Aromatherapy provides a thorough and accurate essential oils study for the reader,
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and will remain an invaluable resource in continued practice. Beneﬁts: * Provides a useful foundation and philosophy and a basis for the client/practitioner relationship by deﬁning holistic beauty and the
role of the holistic practitioner. * Allows for thorough knowledge of essential oil activity and safety, even for those without a chemistry background, empowering the reader in essential oil selection and
consultation. * Assists in the creation of a complete collection of essential oils appropriate for the reader by giving detailed information for 33 essential oils. * Presents practical methods of essential oils
with easy to follow guidelines that can be applied to any practice. * Discusses human and plant biology and physiology which allows for

DR. JOHN LEE'S HORMONE BALANCE MADE SIMPLE
THE ESSENTIAL HOW-TO GUIDE TO SYMPTOMS, DOSAGE, TIMING, AND MORE
Balance From the bestselling authors of the classic What Your Doctor May NOT Tell You books about menopause and pre-menopause comes an easy-to-use guide on balancing hormone levels safely and
naturally. Dr. John Lee will help you answer key questions like: Are my symptoms caused by a hormonal imbalance? Which hormones do I need to regain hormone balance? How do I use hormones for
optimal health and balance? Plus, learn how and when to use estrogen, testosterone and progesterone cream, in simple, eﬀective language. If you want the ABCs of using natural hormones, this book is for
you.

REFERENCE GUIDE FOR ESSENTIAL OILS
Abundant Health

YOUR BODY IN BALANCE
THE NEW SCIENCE OF FOOD, HORMONES AND HEALTH
Hachette UK This nationally bestselling book explains the shocking new science of how hormones are wreaking havoc on the body, and the delicious solution that improves health, reduces pain, and even
helps to shed weight. Hidden in everyday foods are the causes of a surprising range of health problems: infertility, menstrual cramps, weight gain, hair loss, breast and prostate cancer, hot ﬂushes, and
much more. All of these conditions have one thing in common: they are fuelled by hormones that are hiding in foods or are inﬂuenced by the foods we eat. Your Body in Balance provides step-by-step
guidance for understanding what's at the root of your suﬀering-and what you can do to feel better fast. Few people realize that a simple food prescription can help you tackle all these and more by gently
restoring your hormone balance, with beneﬁts rivalling medications. Neal Barnard, MD, a leading authority on nutrition and health, oﬀers insight into how dietary changes can alleviate years of stress, pain,
and illness. What's more, he also provides delicious and easy-to-make hormone-balancing recipes, including: * Cauliﬂower Buﬀalo Chowder * Kung Pao Lettuce Wraps * Butternut Breakfast Tacos *
Mediterranean Croquettes * Apple Pie Nachos * Brownie Batter Hummus Your Body in Balance gives new hope for people struggling with health issues. Thousands of people have already reclaimed their
lives and their health through the strategic dietary changes described in this book - and now it's your turn.

COMPLETE WELLNESS
Penguin Enjoy long-lasting holistic health and prepare natural health remedies for common ailments with essential oils, herbal remedies, and pure foods. Complete Wellness delivers a head-to-toe guide to
healing for every part of your body. Targeted instructions allow you to tap into the restorative powers of herbs and plants and their therapeutic essential oils and use tried-and-true, centuries-old herbal
remedies to treat a host of common ailments. In addition to healing remedies, the book explores the key building blocks for optimizing health and well-being in each part of the body, pointing you to the
top herbs, nutrients, and essential oils each area needs not only to stay well, but to reach the very peak of wellness--whether to boost circulation, enjoy glowing skin, balance gut ﬂora, or maximize energy
levels. Guidance is given on incorporating ingredients into everyday regimens, helping you to stay in optimal health. Follow step-by-step demonstrations on how to blend your own teas and tinctures;
concoct all-natural-ingredient creams; create therapeutic aromatherapy oil blends; discover delicious recipes for wellness; and master a variety of other practical techniques and tips for lifelong well-being.
Make the most of nature's resources with Complete Wellness.

WOMEN'S HERBS, WOMEN'S HEALTH
Book Publishing Company Women's Herbs, Women's Health is a sourcebook of knowledge about how a woman's body works, the major health issues faced by women, and which herbal remedies can be
used as a preventive measure or treatment. Includes information on why herbal treatments result in the least amount of interference in the body's natural rhythm, have the deepest eﬀects, and produces
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the least amount of side eﬀects.

THE ESSENTIAL OILS DIET
LOSE WEIGHT AND TRANSFORM YOUR HEALTH WITH THE POWER OF ESSENTIAL OILS AND BIOACTIVE FOODS
Harmony The ﬁrst diet program that harnesses essential oils and bioactive foods for weight loss and disease prevention, from the nation's trusted authority in essential oils and natural remedies. The
runaway success of The Healing Power of Essential Oils showed that there is a growing interest in using essential oils to heal the body. Now, in The Essential Oils Diet, Dr. Eric Zielinski teams up with
Sabrina Ann Zielinski ("Mama Z") to teach readers how bioactive plant compounds--those found in essential oils and in foods like matcha green tea, chia seeds, almonds, and avocados--can aid in weight
loss, boost energy levels, and trigger the body's natural immune defenses to ﬁght chronic diseases like type 2 diabetes and autoimmunity. The Essential Oils Diet features a sensible, evidence-based, twophase program--ﬁrst, the 30-day essential fast track, which helps you banish excess pounds quickly, followed by the essential lifestyle, a gentle, practical maintenance program you can follow for life.
Featuring delicious, easy recipes, meal plans, and strategies to keep you on track, you'll learn how to harness essential oils and bioactive foods to help your body reach the homeostasis necessary to help
you achieve and maintain a healthy weight and abundant health.

IS IT ME OR MY HORMONES?
THE GOOD, THE BAD, AND THE UGLY ABOUT PMS, PERIMENOPAUSE, AND ALL THE CRAZY THINGS THAT OCCUR WITH HORMONE IMBALANCE
Hay House, Inc One of the most common and agonizing problems women face today is hormonal imbalance. Sometimes it’s a nightmarish premenstrual syndrome—depression, cravings, bloating, weight
gain, irritability, and even out-of-control rage for up to three weeks each month. Sometimes it’s periods so painful that you have to arrange your entire life around your cycle. Sometimes it’s a rocky
passage into perimenopause that changes everything you know about yourself and your body. Luckily, you can resolve these hormonal issues—you just need accurate, actionable information to do so. In Is
It Me or My Hormones?, Marcelle Pick, author of The Core Balance Diet and Is It Me or My Adrenals?, delves into the often misunderstood world of female hormonal imbalance. Sharing her personal
struggles and her experiences with patients, Marcelle helps you understand how the right diet, exercise, supplements, herbs, and psychological support, occasionally complemented with bioidentical
hormones, can free you from hormone disruption. After walking you through the basic science of how your hormones aﬀect your body, mind, and emotions, Marcelle lays out an accessible, easy-to-follow,
28-day program—complete with schedules, exercises, supplements, meal plans, and recipes—that will stabilize your hormones in just one month and make you feel like yourself again. Unlike many
medical professionals, Marcelle knows that your symptoms aren’t "just a normal part of being a woman" or "not that big a deal." And in this book, she validates your experience of hormonal imbalance and
opens your eyes to the power you have over your health. So join Marcelle on this journey to implement simple, natural changes that will help eliminate your cravings, depression, mood swings, and weight
gain, and make you feel energized, sexual, and in command of your life!
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